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LONG PBR RUNS ON ROOF SYSTEMS
United Structures of America has supplied million of square feet of PBR roof
systems over the past 31 years. I would expect that most are still in place today
with little to no issues. However, over the years as the size and complexity of
projects grew it seems the issue of thermal expansion remained in the
background. We need to educate ourselves on this issue.
The development of the standing seam roof system was designed to combat
thermal expansion and provide a more weathertight roof system with minimal
penetrations. Projects which have long runs of PBR panels (100’ and greater)
can be designed and detailed to eliminate potential problems created by thermal
expansion. However, as you would expect, any penetration in a roof system is
means for a leak in the future.
On a project with 100 degree temperature differential (quite common) a 100’ run
of PBR roof can expand nearly 1” in a single direction. How do we design and
detail features to combat this? Some guidelines are below:
DO NOT fix the panel at the eave to a tilt wall or masonry wall system.
• The roof panel must float at the eave or ridge (or both) to accommodate
expansion and contraction
DO NOT fix the rake trim to the sidewall. The rake trim condition should be
handled in similar to that of the floating standing seam roof rake trim.
• Two piece trim should be supplied in many circumstances.

Be cautious of the location of anti-roll clips.
• Locating anti-roll clips at the peak and the eave will create problems by not
allowing the purlin to roll forward or back with the expansion of the roof
panel. This creates slotted screw holes at the location of the anti-roll clip.
• Fixing the panel at the midspan and using the antiroll clip at this location
allowing the panel to travel upslope and downslope will allow for expansion
and contraction.
Eliminate the use of peak panels on buildings with a PBR runs 100’ or
greater from peak to eave.
• Supply a ridge cap typically used on a standing seam roof systems (similar
to GP01) to allow for the ridge to act as an expansion joint.
Supply expansion joints along the width and the length per U.S.A. standard
recommendations – see attachment “A”.
Be advised, these guidelines are for runs 100’ and greater. Any runs less than
100’ should be designed and detailed based on current U.S.A. standards.
Drafting personnel who detail these projects should discuss this matter with their
squad leader. Reviewing these items in the early stages of the project will
eliminate the potential for problems.
U.S.A. highly recommends the use of standing seam roof systems on large
projects which have long runs of roof panel(s) and long term weathertightness
concerns. Educating the customer of the potential problems with exposed
fastener roof systems on large project may help. Nonetheless, U.S.A. will not
always be able to bid standing seam roof systems on large buildings. Make note,
no one will ever offer a weathertightness warranty on a PBR roof. Offering the
customer the insurance of a weathertightness warranty with a standing seam roof
may help drive home the integrity of standing seam roof systems. Rest assured
U.S.A. will continue to provide the highest quality product possible no matter the
roof type.
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